
UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT

DISTRICT OF MASSACHUSETTS

BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS

SHIVA AYYADURAI, an individual, ) CASE NO. 1 :17-cv-10011-FDS

)
Plaintiff, )

) DECLARATION OF STEVEN H.

FRACKMAN IN SUPPORT OF

PLAINTIFF'S OPPOSITION TO

DEFENDANTS FLOOR64, INC. AND

MICHAEL MASNICK'S MOTION TO

DISMISS PURSUANT TO FED. R. CIV.

P. 12(B)(5) AND 12(B)(6)

)v.

)
FLOOR64, INC., a California corporation )

)d/b/a TECHDIRT; MICHAEL DAVID

MASNICK, an individual; LEIGH

BEADON, an individual; and DOES 1-20,
)
)
)
)

Defendants. )
)

DECLARATION OF STEVEN H. FRACKMAN

Steven H. Frackman declares, pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1746, as follows:

I am an associate at the law firm of Harder Mirell & Abrams LLP, counsel of1.

record for plaintiff Shiva Ayyadurai. I am over 1 8 years of age and am competent to testify.

The statements contained in this affidavit are based on my personal knowledge and, to the best of

my knowledge, are true and accurate.

2. Attached hereto as Exhibit 1 is a true and correct copy of a preservation of the

California Secretary of State Business Entity Detail for Floor64, Inc., which can be accessed at

https://businesssearch.sos.ca.gov/, and as it appeared on February 23, 2017.

3. Attached hereto as Exhibit 2 is a true and correct copy of a preservation of a blog

entry by Michael Masnick entitled, "My New Sit/Stand/Elliptical Desk", located at
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http://www.masnick.coni/2012/01/04/my-new-sitstandelliptical-desk/, as it appeared on February

21,2017.

I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the United States of America that the

foregoing is true and correct.

Executed March 15, 2017 at Beverly Hills, California

Steven rf Frackman
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The California Business Search is updated daily and reflects work processed through Wednesday. February 22,

2017. Please refer to document Processing Times for the received dates of filings currently being processed The

data provided is not a complete or certified record of an entity. Not all images are available online
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Processing Times
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• If the status of the corporation is "Surrender." the agent for service of process is automatically revoked

Please refer to California Corporations Code section 2114 for information relating to service upon
corporations that have surrendered

• For information on checking or reserving a name, refer to Name Availability

• If the image of a Statement of Information is not available online, for information on ordering a copy of that
statement refer to Information Requests
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documents not currently available in the Business Search such as a filing that is not a Statement of
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Mike Wfasnfcffs BTog

HOME ABOUT LP

JAN
2012 My New Sit/Stand/Elliptical Desk04

Okay

know It just seems like with TwitterfFacebooWGoogle* handling the small stuff,

and Techdirt handling a lot of the big stuff, I haven't had as much need for a

personal blog Plus, somewhere, a little less than two years ago our son

arrived. . and (shocking, shockers) pretty much any and all spare time has

switched over to spending time with him, which Is all sorts of awesome, but

means less time for random musings here on this blog. Actually, It's meant no

time at all for such musings.

so. this blog has been totally neglected for two whole years. I know... I Categories

0 blogging

0 movies

Q photos

0 travel

0 Uncategorlzed Q work

Mike Masnick J)

14 Q
0 life

0 music

Q technology

0 tv

Anyway, I am still trying to figure out what to do with this blog, and I actually do

have some ideas, which may Involve some changes (finally), but in the short

term, I did want to do a quick blog post about my sitfstand/elliptical desk, because

I'd mentioned It on Twitter/Facebook and some folks have asked how it is and

I'd rattier post it here than on Google* where it might disappear.
Blogroll

o Brandon Long o Carlo Longino

First of, some background, I actually did a bit of an experiment about six years

ago with a 'standup desk." I honestly don't know what compelled me to do this,

butl just tried putting my laptop on some boxes on my desk, and I kind of liked il

But that lasted just a short while and 1 went back to good, old fashioned sitting.

Still, a few months ago, I started thinking more seriously about it I know that it's

become kind of an 'in' thing but I honestly didn't quite realize that until I started to

do some internet searches to see what might be available out there. I know a lot

of people say that they do it because they have back problems, and I did have

some back issues like five years ago. but nothing in years. I just thought that in

general its probably not that healthy to spend so much of my life sitting.

o Dennis Yang o 1 Hate The Shuttle

a Joseph Vlfeisenthal o Mark Fletcher

o Mike Ho o Prash Agarwal

o Rich Skrenla o Rick Klau

o Techdirt

ArchivesNow here was the thing. Beyond just a standing desk, I was curious about the

idea of a treadmill desk, because I thought it would also be nice to move a little

during the day as well, beyond just designated 'workout' times. But. .. i also

wanted the flexibility of a sit'stand adjustable desk. . in case I wanted to alternate

between sitting and standing (or what happens if I break an ankle or who knows

what?). So, I faced a dilemma: how can 1 have a sit/stand/treadmill desk And. .

keep it semi-afordable. This conundrum actually delayed the whole process for a

while, as I read up on various options, and thought of ditching the whole treadmill

option for a while I read tons of reviews, asked questions on

Twltter/Facebook/Google*. Read a bunch oflnstructables pages about building

your own treadmill desk., all of it

o January 2012

o January 2010

o November 2009

o May 2009

» February 2009

e January 2009

o December 2008
I realized two key things: ( 1 ) the really good sifstand desks out there are crazy

expensive. There are some cheap options, but the reviews aren't great, (2) And

there don't appear to be any pre-made sifstandftreadmill options that I could find,

at least The problem is the treadmill piece mainly. I really hoped there would be

a good instructable on this, but even the instructables' discussions on treadmill

desks made them seem kinda flimsy.

o November 2008

o October 2008

o September 2008

o July 2008

And then. . two key breakthroughs o June 2008

o May 2008Breakthrough 1 : wondering idly if there was such a thing as as mini elliptical

machine without the arms. I honestly had no idea if such a thing existed, but two

seconds ofGoogiing mini elliptical' and I'd discovered the InMotion E1000

device. I originally saw it on the company's own site, where they wanted $200 for

it, but Amazon consistently has it for under $100 (sometimes significantly less

than that). There are a few oilier similar mini-ellipticals, but this one seemed

cheap and perfect for what I wanted

o April 2008

o March 2008

c February 2008

o January 2008

« November 2007

r iA o Or.tohflr ?0ft7
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e May 2008Breakthrough 1: wondering idly if there was such a thing as as mini elliptical

machine without the arms I honestly had no idea if such a thing existed but two

seconds of Googling mini-elliptical' and I'd discovered the InMotion E1000

device I originally saw it on the company's own site, where they wanted $200 for

it but Amazon consistently has it for under S 100 (sometimes significantly less

than that) There are a few other similar mini-ellipticals, but this one seemed

cheap and perfect for what I wanted.

O April 2008

o March 2008

o February 2008

o January 2008

« November 2007

hij
:• October 2007

o September 2007

»

o August 2007

*
*

o July 2007

o June 2007

V -
o May 2007

.

¦V
« April 2007

© March 2007

V o February 2007

>

January 2007

Breakthrough 2: Discovering the Ergotron Workfit S line of devices — and
specifically the model that handles both a screen and a laptop next to each other
— since that's my basic setup. These are absolutely awesome products for
effectively turning any table or desk into a sit'stand desk at much less than the
cost of one of those desks It may be difficult to tell from the image below, but that
whole contraption slides up and down the post keeping the screen and the
keyboard mouse tray perfectly economically aligned.

Recent Posts

c My New Sit/Stand/Elliptical Desk

« 2009 In Cities

f
-

o On Being Thankful and Saying Goodbye

o Wanted: A Better Twitter Clientj

• Getting Back To That Podcasting Thing...

I

Meta

o Login«L

o Entries RSS

• Comments RSS

So I figured, with those two things, I could retrofit my existing desk, which I've had
for over a dozen years, and make it a sit/stand/elliptical adjustable workstation. I'd
just have to move the elliptical out of the way by hand when it wasn't needed
And amazingly, it worked! Mostly.

© WardPress.org

¦y

^ .

.

h

And I actually used this setup (or about a month, altematina between elllDticallinq
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And I actually used this setup for about a month alternating between elllpticalling
(Is that a verb?), standing and sitting I actually got tine hang of the basics pretty
quickly, and within the firstweek.lv/as basically only sitting about an hour a day.
However, I quickly discovered one key problem The addition of the elliptical
made me too tall. I had actually thought aboutthis, but figured it was unlikely,
since I'm pretty short already, and at most the elliptical might add si* inches to my
height — and I figured the Ergotron must be designed to work for people taller
than that Well, either its not, or my desk was really low. Whatever it was, even
when the Ergotron was at its highest setting, if I was on the elliptical, It was just
slightly too low. Just You couldn't exactly tell just by looking at it, but you could
feel it Especially if I was typing, I'd have to crouch just enough to make it work
and that was clearly uncomfortable

So. for about a month, I compensated by standing on the elliptical while reading,

butas soon as I started typing, I'd step of the elliptical, lower the Ergotron a bit

andjustbe standing. Forwhat it's worth, after my feet started hurting and after

seeing a recommendation on Twitter. I picked up a cheap anti-fatigue mat to

stand on. This was. less than Ideal.

Finally, over Thanksgiving, I gave up on my old desk, went down to Ikea, and

picked up one of their simple modular, configurable desks . which have

adjustable height legs, which I could set to the highest setting (amusingly, my

wife also bought the same kind of desk that day too but has it at its lowest

setting, so she can sit on one of those exercise bails). Here's the full setup with

the new desk:

(

And... since then.. . wow I cannot stress how awesome this setup is. The height
is now perfect for the elliptical, and I will say that I have almost completely ditched
the other two modes. I think that since Thanksgiving. I've probably sat on my chair
for an hour or so (minus the fact that I sit in it each day to slip on some shoes to
use on the elliptical). I've probably done a little bit ofjust normal standing work as
well, but I'm probably 99% time on the elliptical as I work (and am there as I type
this).

Amusingly, my one other (minor) complaint with the old desk, was that since it

was an L shaped desk and I liked having the set up at the comer point I couldn't

actually slide the Ergotron all the way down when I was in the sitting position (the

keyboard tray would hit the edges of the desk). However, with the new Ikea desk,

while also an L shape, tire Inner curve is a gentle curve, rather than a sharp 90

degree angle, and that gives enough clearance that I can lower the tray all the

way (though I do have to slide in the mouse tray, which is easy to do) But since

I've more or less given up sitting, this isn't even that big of a deal
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Amusingly, my one other (minor) complaint with the old desk, was that since it

was an L shaped desk and I liked having the set up at the corner point I couldn't

actually slide the Ergotron all the way down when I was in the sitting position (the

keyboard tray would hit the edges of the desk). However, with the new Ikea desk,

while also an L shape, the inner curve is a gentle curve, rather than a sharp 90

degree angle, and that gives enough clearance that I can lower the tray alt the

way (though I do have to slide in the mouse tray, which is easy to do). But since

I've more or less given up sitting, this isn't even that big of a deal.

The first few weeks definitely take some getting used to. The foot pain was

definitely the hardest to deal with, but it gets better. These days, I don't notice it at

all. In fact; 1 kind of forgot about It entirely until writing this post But getting the

whole setup so that the height was right just made the whole thing feel, perfect

It feels like I should always have been working this way.

Basically, the whole thing is just comfortable. It feels great. I definitely have more

energy and even though I didn't have any pain problems in the past. . I just feel

better. I just kind of get into a zone and go, ail day, every day.

There are a few key points that also seemed worth pointing out:

o Potential downside to elliptical as opposed to treadmill is that you're

responsible to keep it going. With a treadmill, you can set the device to

move . . and you better walk or you're oS the machine. That's motivation!

With the elliptical, you have to be disciplined enough to keep on

ellipticalling So far this hasn't been an issue— though there are certainly

times when I'll start concentrating deeply on something and pause on the

elliptical for a while. But, for the most part, I'm just going at a slow easy pace

(except during the SOPA hearings . that had me speed up the pace out of

annoyance and frustration with stupid Congressional reps).

° Breaking in the elliptical. About a week into using it, it started squeaking.

Thatwas a nuisance. . and It lasted another week or so before

disappearing. Since then ifs been quiet However, on the right side, it has

been Teaking' a fine black powder I called the company behind the device,

and they said that happens a lot during the break-in process and it's not

harmful at all Just clean It up with a cloth and it'll go away. Hopefully that's

the case If I have to buy new mini-ellipticals every few months, that will

make this a pricier option.

o The view! This is a bit tricky to explain, but my house is on a hill, and there's

a road that heads up the hilt directly towards our house. . before making a

right turn to continue up the hill. Or, you go straight, and thaf s our driveway

(which also continues way up the hill) Then, my home ofice is on the

second floor, overlooking the front of Die house... and that whole hill and

the road When I was sitting, I just had a view of the valley and the hills

across the way. When I'm standing (and standing on an elliptical) I have a

full view of the the road leading up to the house. At first, it felt kind of .

awkward. It's tough to explain, but it had a lording over all I see' sort of feel

to it Especially at night it seemed tike basically every car heading up the

hill was pointing its headlights directly at me, and I wondered if they were

trying to figure out why there was a strange man bouncing up and down

behind some computer screens. Thankfully, the new desk is a bit wider,

which puts me further back from the road, and it's less of an issue now.

though I do much more easily see when my wife gets home with our son

each night which is nice, so t can go greet them

o The little details. I've had to rethink how I use the 'desk space' now that

most of it is a few feet below me. I did buy a little add-on for the Ergotron

which Is a small platform that sits between the keyboard and the screens,

which Is perfect for a pad or a tablet computer (I switch back and forth), I

also never removed the old desk stand from my LCD monitor before

hooking It up to the Ergotron I had intended to, but it actually acts as a nice

ledge as well, and it's where I store my phone when I'm working. The rest of

the desk setup is a little more spread out (and I think I'm able to keep it more
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though I ao much more easily see when my vote gets home with our son

each night which is nice, so I can go greelthem.

o The little details I've had to rethink how I use the desk space' now that

most of it is a few feet below me. I did buy a little add-on for the Ergotron,

which Is a small platform that sits between the keyboard and the screens

which is perfect for a pad or a tablet computer (I switch back and forth). I

also never removed the old desk stand from my LCD monitor before

hooking it up to the Ergotron I had intended to, but it actually acts as a nice

ledge as well, and it's where I store my phone when I'm working. The rest of

the desk setup is a little more spread out (and I think I'm able to keep It more

organized this way). I keep a water bottle within arms reach, and most other

stufis a bit further back.

o Water bottle. Huge. Never drank that much water while working before, but

if you're constantly moving, staying hydrated is useful.

o Shoes! We don't wear shoes in our house, and I kind of/rke not wearing

shoes, but the elliptical platform more or less requires shoes. It's basically

hard plastic, with a bunch of hard plastic lines jutting up I've stood on it In

socks or bare feet for maybe half an hour at a time, but it really gets to you

after a certain point and It's not that great I've been considering buying

another anti-fatigue mat, or some memory foam and cutting it Into pieces

thatwill go on the elliptical foot pedals, but for now I've just been using a

pair of shoes. I'm actually using a pair of negative heel' shoes that the wife

bought for me years ago, which are easy to slip on and of. and are super,

super comfortable, but which I rarely wore outside for a few reasons. First

they're sort of a weird purple/blue, that doesn't really match well with

anything, and second is that the negative heel feels . a little awkward. But,

on the elliptical. It just works Don't know why. So, these have become my

elliptical shoes, and they just stay right next to the machine. I may need to

buy more negative heel shoes in the future when these wear out

o Noise and conference calls I know that I've heard of people using treadmill

desks using them during conference calls, but I'm more or less trying not to

elliptical while on the phone. First any sound of being out of breath would

just be weird, even if it's just a minor breathing issue. Second, I do worry

about the noise from the elliptical It is pretty quiet, but I asked some

colleagues early on, and they could hear a quiet swishing sound if I was

ellipticaliing at full speed. So I generally do still stand on the elliptical while

on the phone (or just pace around the oflce — something I'd always done

in the past too), and maybe will do an occasional spin . but for the most

part I'm not ellipticaliing while talking on the phone

o Muscles and injuries. Definitely discovered muscles I didn't know I had

before. And there are days when I definitely feel sore. But thafs no! too

surprising. I'm a little more concerned about the possibility for injuries

There have been a couple of points where my knee has complained, but

after a few minor adjustments in the setup, that's mostly gone away. I think if

it's slightly off, it can have an impact, so I'm trying to be careful there.

t> Going backwards. One thing about an elliptical: you can go 'backwards' or

forwards' and I've had a few people tell me that they get confused on the

machines and don't even know which is which In the past when I've used

ellipticals in gyms, I've always used them only going forward However, and

I have no clue why... for this setup, I almost exclusively use it going

backwards. For whatever reason, that's just significantly more comfortable. I

don't know why. Every time I switch and go 'forward' if just feels wrong. I

know thatoneofthe advantages of an elliptical is supposedly that each

direction works diferent muscles, so perhaps I'll start to experiment in

forcing myself to go 'forward' more often to see how well that works. But, for

now, it's all backwards.

I think that's about it All in all, it's truly awesome. Its a fantastic setup and I really

should have done it earlier. I'm actually kind of wondering how I'm going to feel

when I'm away from all of this. Unfortunately, much of January is going to be

spent on the road for me, meaning far away from the elliptical desk. And I'm not
euro i.uhof thaf'c nninn fn fool liL o Ornhohlu twnn'l ho a hiri rfool hit! uto chall
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don't know why. Every time I switch and go Toward' it just feels wrong I

know that one of the advantages of an elliptical is supposedly that each

direction works diferent muscles, so perhaps I'll start to experiment In

forcing myself to go 'forward' more often to see how well that works. But for

now, it's all backwards.

I think thafs about it All in all, it's truly awesome. If s a fantastic setup and I really

should have done it earlier. I'm actually kind of wondering how I'm going to feel

when I'm away from all of this. Unfortunately, much of January is going to be

spent on the road for me. meaning far away from the elliptical desk. And I'm not

sure what thafs going to feel like Probably won't be a big deal, but we shall

see . . Also, this is my home ofice setup. We do have a real 'office,' but by

tradition most of us don't commute in to work that often. I'm usually there once

(maybe twice) a week, which isn't enough time to mimic this setup there Though,

one week I really feit the need to stand and ended up perching my laptop on a

filing cabinet rather than sitting at my desk. If I end up in the ofice more often, I

may at least have to pick up another mini elliptical. Unfortunately, they don't look

like they travel well... It may be mini, but it's hardly portable.

Either way. its been great For those who are thinking of such tilings, I

recommend testing it out

14 Comments

Ninja (@icanhazsake) on January 4th, 2012

Man, I do need some sort of alternative like this. I hate gyms and

you usually have very little time to actually exercise. Your wife

gave me one heck of an idea with the ball It should help with

equilibrium and help working the abdominal muscles

Unfortunately I don't have much space and I II need to switch to

the chair for some much needed rest once every while

?

Still, this post sure gave me a few ideas to try

Good exercising man, cheers!

Mom on January 4th, 2012

I love this article. Can't wait to see the setup. What a good idea.

Where Is Sunnia's desk

Zulaya on May 26th. 2012

Hoping you check the posts here from time to time. I'm really

inspired by your setup (Yep, I'm another one who has been

thinking about standing, treadmill, etc desks for several months,

but just haven't found the 'right' setup yet) i especially like the

portable elliptical. Enough, in fact, that I'm hovering over the

'buy' button on your amazon link. Just one thing, though, many

people mention that after a couple of months, the portable

elliptical stops working, with a recurring theme being something

related to the left pedal. Now you've had this a few months, are

you still happy with the elliptical unit itself?

?

MikeMasnfck on May 26th, 2012

Hi Zulaya, yes, still checking I am still very happy with this setup

(using it as (type this...). I "did- have some issues with the

elliptical, where the right (not left) pedal broke, and then the right

crank also broke. However, the company was very friendly and

replaced the broken pieces promptly and I've been using the

repaired unitwlthout problems for a little while now and haven't

seen any new problems crop up I'm hoping the original unit was

just a dud.

IS]

Zulaya on May 29th 2012
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Hi Zulaya, yes, still checking I am still very happy with this setup

(using it as I type this...). I 'did* have some issues with the

elliptical, where the right (not left) pedal broke, and then the right

crank also broke. However, the company was very friendly and

replaced the broken pieces promptly and I've been using the

repaired unit without problems for a little while now and haven't

seen any new problems crop up I'm hoping the original unit was

just a dud

Zulaya on May 29th 2012

Cool, thanks for replying! Good to hear about the positive

Customer SupporVService. makes me less hesitant if they are at

least backing their stuff up! And wow, you're quick!

El

Aerial on June 9th, 2012

El Your setup is simpler than the one I was going to try so thanks for

showing it- do you know model name or# for the Ikea desk you

use?

Mike Masnick on June nth, 2012

? Unfortunately, i don't remember. A quick look on the Ikea website

suggests it's the 'Galant' line, but I'm not positive of that

Jillita Horton on February 17th, 2013

Solution to sit/stand treadmill desk dilemma

Chances are. a person who wants a treadmill desk ALREADY

has a sit-down computer station. Simply buy the treadmill desk

anyways. Move computer back and forth. This Isn't as bad as it

sounds if you have 1 ) a laptop, 2) wireless Internet connection,

and 3) both desks are in the same room

El

james on April 3rd, 2013

So. 1 year plus a few months later .y
Any updates to note (elliptical still running other observations

or changes to the setup)?

Thank you

elf.eif.baby on May 29th, 2013

Hi. I had wondered about this very product, finding it on ebay this

a.m. I have never used any elliptical. The question is, can you

ellip (my coining) slowly? There is a video on the ebay listing of

the one with handle (item 310677814461 ebay.com) and the

demonstratress is very much not doing the equivalent of walking.

This is for home, not office, use. and v/e have tons of Ikea Ivar

pieces, which are also still sold there, so we can make things

any needed height I am 5'8". And this would not be for a

stand/sit arrangement just standing, well, ellipping. But I really

don't want to go all out.

Thank you.

El

Mike Masnick on May 29th. 2013

Answers to recent questions: James: still working The original

elliptical broke (first a pedal broke off and second the arm kept

slipping), but the company promptly replaced it and I haven't had

any issues with the replacement (well, when I first got it, the step

counter kept resetting if I was going too fast, but that seemed to

have fixed Itself)

E]
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lhankyou.

Mike Ma snick on May 29th. 2013

Answers to recent questions James still working The original

elliptical broke (first a pedal broke off and second the arm kept

slipping), but the company promptly replaced it and I haven't had

any issues with the replacement (well, when I first got it, the step

counter kept resetting if I was going too fast, but that seemed to

have fixed itself).

?

Elf. You ellip at whatever speed you want That elliptical is

basically the same as the one I have, but mine doesn't have the

handlebars if you're doing an elliptical desk, I would imagine

the handlebars will get in the way

MySt on August 8th. 2013

Thanks for the review! Earlier this year I switched entirely to a

standing desk at work, but due to cost a treadmill desk was not

an option I bought this same elliptical and just started using it

this week. I've gotten some strange looks in the office but I love

E]

it!

I go more slowly (but with resistance turned up), and right now

I'm only using it for a short time in the morning and afternoon so I

don't end up too sore/tired to stand the rest of the day I plan to

work up to longer workouts over time

Eugenia on September 3rd, 20 14

Crack that puppy open fire it up, and stand clear of the drool as

you take on your favorite game with

fellow gamers gathered around to take in the action. You really

don't want to be pwying out money each year forr

a new latop screen do you So it iss up to you to choose Betseen

a Studio 1557 battery screen and buying

a new replacement unit In today's world, the traditional desktop

personal computer is slowly fading into the dark,

and laptops have become wildly popular.

El

kcioeta on November 27th, 2014

help! i stumbled across this blog In researching this and am very

interested in replicating this. I have a crazy job and I'm in grad

school and planning a wedding and 'so i can't aford to be on my

butt every night while working either on work or school things, i

wanted to do a treadmill desk but i'm limited on space, how

much does the bobbing up and down with the elliptical afect

your ability to type? i've done the treadmill tiling but am only

concerned about the up and down on the elliptical, thank yout

El
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kugenia on September 3rd, 2014

Crack that puppy open, tire it up, and stand clear of the drool as

you take on your favorite game with

fellow gamers gathered around to take in the action. You really

don't want to be pwying out money each yearforr

a new latop screen do you. So It Iss up to you to choose Betseen

a Studio 1557 battery screen and buying

a new replacement unit. In today's world, the traditional desktop

personal computer Is slowly fading into the dark,

and laptops have become wildly popular.

?

kcioeta on November 27th, 2014

help! I stumbled across this blog in researching this and am very

interested in replicating this, i have a crazy job and i'm In grad

school and planning a wedding and so i can't aford to be on my

butt every night while working either on work or school things, i

wanted to do a treadmill desk but i'm limited on space, how

much does the bobbing up and down with the elliptical afect

your ability to type? I've done the treadmill thing but am only

concerned about the up and down on the elliptical thank you!

i
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